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August 1, 2002 

The Honorable Linton Brooks 
Acting Administrator 

of the National Nuclear Security Administration 
U.S. Department of Energy 
1000 Independence A venue, SW 
Washington, DC 20585-070i 

Dear Ambassador Brooks: 

In an effort to enhance the safety of nuclear explosive operations at the Pantex Plant, the 
Defense 1'-Juclear Facilities Safet'J Board (Board) for several years has been encouraging 
improvement in the quality and timeliness of the support provided by the National Laboratories, 
the design agencies for nuclear expiosives. In response to the Board, each design agency was to 
designate a single integrated point of contact for each weapon system with sufficient authority to 
accomplish this objective. 

A recent incident that occurred in July pertaining to the W80 clearly reflects that this 
ma..11agement concept is not being properly implemented at the Sandia National Laboratories. i~~s 

a result, this design agency has delayed the implementation of safety improvements at the Pantex 
Piant. Enclosed is a copy of a communication dated Juiy 17, 2002, from the Sandia Nationai 
Laboratories' W80 Systems Engineering Manager to BWXT Pantex, regarding the 
implementation of an Enhanced Transportation Cart (ETC) for the W80 program at Pantex. The 
ETC, which BWXT Pantex is implementing for most weapon programs at Pantex, minimizes the 
potential for mechanical, electrical, thermal and other insults during transportation, and 
~ignifir::mtly P.nh::mrP.~ thP. ~:::ifoty oftr:::in~port:::ition opP.r:::ition~. Tn hi~ lP.ttP.r, thP. ~y~tP.m~ 

Engineering Manager states that he is unable to "make an informed decision on the approval of 
the ETC" without the appropriate infouuation. However, the infouuation he requests is nearly 
two years old and has been available through Sandia National Laboratories p'ersonnel who 
participated in the development of the ETC. 

The Board recognizes that the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) has 
P.~t:::ihli~hP.cl :::i ~t:::incling M:::in:::igP.mP.nt TP.:::im to P.n~11rP. th:::it P.:::irh org:::ini7:::ition, ind11'1ing thP. c1P.~ign 

agencies, has a representative to coordinate stockpile stewardship issues involving Pantex (i.e., 
an organizational point ofcontact). However, the Board believes that the design agencies should 
also have a senior, technically competent individual formally designated as the single point of 
contact responsible for each nuclear weapon system. N-NSA and the Standing Management 
Team should rely on this cadre of weapon system experts to provide, or coordinate, all weapon 
system-specific technical support and information, preventing the types of mis-communication 
that :::irP. P.vic1P.nt in the enclosecf rorrP.sponcfP.nrP.. 
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The Board repeatedly has pointed out the benefits of such formal assignments. Each 
person would be responsible for and capable of integrating and coordinating weapon response 
information and laboratory support for issues regarding that weapon system at the Pantex Plant. 
Each person assigned this responsibility would be knowledgeable of the weapon systems and 
would have the ability to draw on appropriate laboratory resources to provide the support needed 
for nuclear explosive operations at the Pantex Plant. Each design agency would also benefit 
from establishing an internal process that allows for mentoring and training of such personnel, to 
ensure that there is no lapse in these key responsibilities. 

Timely design agency support is vital to the successful implementation of safety 
initiatives at the Pantex Plant Therefore, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 2286b(d), the Board would like 
to be briefed by NNSA in the next 30 days on the actions being taken to ensure such support 
exists. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

pLIY'~1
V ~~hn T. Conway 

Chairman 

c: The Honorable Everet H. Beckner 
Dr. C. Paul Robinson 
Dr. John C. Browne 
Dr. Michael R. Anastasio 
Mr. David E. Beck 
Mr. Daniel E. Glenn 
Mr. Mark B. Whitaker, Jr. 

Enclosure 
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ffl Sandia N~tlonal Laboratories 
0p,,,e1..t for lhe u.a. o.,,_,.,,.of l!.nergy by 

Sandi ■ Corporation 

July 17. 2002 

Annie Carroll, BWXT Program Manager W80 

Doug Gehrnlich, Manager, MS 9014 (8241) 
WSO System Engineering Department 

Response to REN2002011 SPX-C, Rev. I 

The WS0 System Engineering Department (8241) at SNL/CA has detennined that we are 
currenl1y unable to approve the use of the Enh1mced Transportation Cart (ETC) as stipulated 
in the referenced REN. Before we can make an infonned decision on the approval of the 
ETC, we requ!Te additional bifonnation associated with the ETC. 

The \V80 incorpO~ates an 1HE sy~tem and is a Faraday Cage i.1 its fmal configuratiorL The. 
W80, when transponed in the Transportation Cart 080-2-078, using the protective cover also 
is a Faraday cage. Toe Transportation Can has been reviewed/approved for the lightning 
environment and being an ]HE weapon the W80 is not sensitive to transportation induced . 
mechanical insults. Please provide us with ihe documentation which wiJl allow us to 
understand the "jdcmified wea~es_ses ~ the design of the Transponation Cart (080-2-
--.. - .... -... ------· -- . -- .... ::.. -- -- . . -- ~- ______,. ·.·..:. .. :. ~...Mi[*- ~----- .... -tlSJ.Unce we unaerstana tne ·--requirements"' tor the use ot tne .ti l:, we wm oe a01ew 
co1Jectively (SNUCA and LANL) agree/disagree on its use. 

As referenced in the "Pantex Plant Enhanced Transportation Cart Implementation Project 
Plan. Revision H ofJuly 27, 2001" as the justification for the ETC use for the W80 system 
D&l, we require a copy ofthe "Pantex Plant Transportation B1O Hazards Analysis For 
Weapons in Ultimate User {UU) Configurations, RPT-SAR-292268, August, 2000". 
We require a copy ofthe BIO, as well as copies ofthe Conceptual Design Report, the 
Preliminary Design Report, and tlie final Design Report for the ETC (also referenced in the 
Project Plan), so that we may determine the suitability of the tooling and its use within NEOP 
80-9 J02 and 80-9102PAL only. 

lt is noted that the Project Plan references external reviews, weapons response, and 
engineering releases that were performed by DA personnel The W80 Systems Depanment 
was not provide~ with this doCUJl_lentation during previous DNPA reviews and requires that 
this docurnentat10n aiso be provided. 

SNUCA has additional concerns, which include the possibility that usage of the ETCI 
Transporter (000-2-1232) and its Assembly Cart (000-2-1230) to transpon the W80 may 

&ceptlonBI Service i1 the NBtlonal lntemu 
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result in thermal, shock, and vibratfon environments that are outside ofthose found 
acceptable within the STS. The usage of the lifting and rotating fixture PIN 080-2-287 may 
subject the weapon to structura1 loads, which have neither been studied nor approved for the 
WS0 W/H (contrary to Section 8.0, Risk Management, .. assumption #S). We arc also 
concemed with the addidonal handling that may resuh from use ofthis cart during the D&I 
process. 

Thank you for your assistance in providing us with the requested information. 

DLG/8241/Jrc 

Copy to: 

CuJJ, Ed 8240 MS 9005 Chavez, Sandra SNhNM 
Baldwin, Jon 8241 MS 9014 Newmeyer,J LANL 
Gehmlich, Doug 8241 MS 9014 Spatz, T LANL 
Mitchel1, Danny 8241 MS 9014 Skidmore, C LANL 
Pearson, Roy 8241 MS 9014 
Fuentes, Martin SNL-NM 




